Gaming Laboratories International (GLI®) to Showcase 30 Years of
iGaming and Sports Wagering Experience at Inaugural ICE North
America Tradeshow
Kevin Mullally, VP of Govt. Affairs and General Counsel, to Speak on “Regulatory Harmonization”
LAS VEGAS, NV (May 7, 2019) – Coinciding with its 30th anniversary, Gaming Laboratories International
(GLI®) will spotlight three decades of customer service in global interactive gaming at the first-ever ICE
North America.
GLI Digital’s team of experts will be on hand at booth #J20 to provide attendees with valuable insights as
to how GLI’s world-class iGaming, sports wagering, cybersecurity testing and certification, auditing, and
professional consultancy services will help them create a game plan for success, both in the U.S. and
globally.
In the conference area, GLI Vice President of Government Affairs and General Counsel Kevin Mullally will
join Interim Chairperson of the Massachusetts Gaming Commission Gayle Cameron, for the session
“Minimum Standards and Regulatory Harmonization – Pipe Dream or an Achievable Reality?” They will
explore how best practices can be shared between regulators and legislators to avoid excessive
regulatory fragmentation, along with finding common ground between regulatory and legislative forces
to tackle responsible gaming, sports integrity, and enforcement issues.
Since the repeal of PASPA, GLI has responded to numerous inquiries from regulators, tribes, suppliers,
and operators regarding jurisdictional requirements as they look to participate in regulated event
wagering. GLI’s strong experience in online testing and sports betting, as well the company’s in-depth
knowledge of each jurisdiction’s varying stipulations, has been heavily valued.
“We’ve been testing and certifying iGaming, sports, and events wagering for 30 years; however, until
now, that testing was always outside the U.S.,” said GLI Vice President of iGaming & Canadian Services
Salim L. Adatia. “Now we are helping our clients in emerging markets within the U.S. and Latin America
too, bringing decades of experience to work for them. By fostering strong collaborations with regulators,
tribes, suppliers, and operators, GLI ensures our clients enter jurisdictions fully prepared. We help them
at every step of the process – from first understating the requirements so there are no surprises or
delays to market, and then helping them succeed in their testing and consultancy needs.”
GLI Digital is everywhere iGaming is going and is approved in all regulated iGaming markets around the
world. GLI Digital actively supports testing, consultation, and technical standards for all areas of gaming
and sports wagering offered via the internet, mobile, wireless in-venue, and interactive TV. This includes
the recently released GLI-33 Event Wagering Systems, the world’s first event-wagering technical

standard developed to help regulate and/or implement legal wagering on sports and other
events. Download a free copy of GLI-33 here: https://gaminglabs.com/gli-standards.
To learn more about GLI Digital’s world-class testing and consultancy, visit gaminglabs.com/iGaming.
About Gaming Laboratories International
Gaming Laboratories International, LLC delivers the highest quality land-based, lottery, and iGaming
testing and assessment services. GLI’s laboratory locations are found on six continents, and the
company holds U.S. and international accreditations for compliance with ISO/IEC 17025, 17020, and
17065 standards for technical competence in the gaming, wagering and lottery industries. GLI also holds
ISTBQ certification. For more information, visit gaminglabs.com.

